
Planner Sizes
Planner sizes are a crucial factor in generating or obtaining a planner. The sizes and
dimensions change depending on the use of the planner you choose to focus on critical
notes and schedules of your work or passion.

Planner Sizes Standard

Pocket Size

Pocket size with a measure of 3.12 x 4.7 inches or 79.2mm by 119.38mm is smaller than
usual, making them easy to carry around.

Personal Size

Personal size presents a portrait style with the measure of 3.7 x 6.73 inches or 93.98mm by
170.94mm is what people prefer to use as personal planners.



A5 Size

A5, measuring 5.83 x 8.27 inches or 148.08mm by 210.06mm, is spacious, allowing planner
users to put more notes.

Medium-sized

A medium-sized planner with a measure of 7 x 9 inches or 177.8mm by 228.6mm is bigger
than the usual it enables you to write more plans.

Half-Letter Size

Half-letter sized planner measuring 8.5 x 5.5 inches or 215.9mm by 139.7mm is a
landscape-style planner several people use for a bigger month, day, or week note sections
and charts.

A4

A4 with the measure of 8.27 x 11.69 inches or 210.06mm by 296.93mm is the standard size
of planners most businesses use.

B6

B6 planners with the size of 5 x 7 inches or 12.7 x 17.8 cm have spacious sheets, enabling
you to write more for various purposes.



Planner Sizes for Digital – Social Media

Facebook

Facebook recommended resolution is 1200 x 630 pixels for greater transparency and visual
understanding.



Instagram

Instagram solution recommendation is 1080 x 607 pixels to generate lucid and eye-friendly
graphics.



LinkedIn

LinkedIn recommended 1200 x 628 pixels resolution to compliment the app’s dimension
preference.



Twitter

Twitter recommended resolution is 1024 x 512 pixels for a better digital graphics
experience.



Planner Sizes for Print

A4

A4 with the measure of 8.27 x 11.69 inches or 210.06mm by 296.93mm is the usual
printable planner size various industries use.

A5

A5 measuring 5.83 x 8.27 inches or 148.08mm by 210.06mm, is smaller in comparison to
A4, which is more convenient to put in bags.

Personal Size

Personal with the measure of 3.7 x 6.73 inches or 93.98mm by 170.94mm people use since
it is easier to hold and spacious for notes.

Pocket Size

Pocket size with the measure of 3.12 x 4.7 inches or 79.25mm by 119.38mm is a micro
version compared to standard-sized planners, enabling people to carry it around their
pockets.

Happy Planner Classic Size

Happy Planner Classic Size has the measurement of 7 x 9.25 inches or 177.8mm by
234.95mm, which is big and wide, giving users more space for scribble and plans.





Planner Sizes for Email

Planners for email recommended resolution is 3508 x 2480 pixels to be clear and big
enough for your purpose.



Planner Sizes for Business

Most businesses use the standard size, which is the A5 with a measurement of 7 x 9 inches
or 177.8 by 228.6mm, to put in more boxes or sections.



Planner Sizes for Adobe Photoshop

Most people use the Standard print dimensions of 9.5 x 11 inches or 241.3mm by 279.4mm
as their planner when using adobe photoshop.



Planner Sizes for Adobe Illustrator

A4 11.69 high x 8.27 wide is the size people use in generating a planner in adobe illustrator
as it is the usual size for professionals that make planners for their inserts, compacts, or
binding/ring-bound.



Planner Sizes FAQs

How to change the planner size?

You can change planner size in the measurement changer digital tools and guides of the
software you use.

What size is an A5 planner?

A5 planner has the measurement of 5.83 x 8.27 inches or 148.082mm by 210.06mm.

What size is a personal planner?

The personal planner size is around 3.7 x 6.73 inches or 93.98mm by 170.942mm.

How to use a pocket-sized planner?

The pocket-sized planner is designed small for it to fit in your pockets or purse so you can
take notes and daily plan anywhere.

What are the dimensions of a personal planner?

Personal planner dimensions are 3.75″ x 6.75 while the compact is 4.25” x 6.75″ good for
developing a personal roadmap.

What are the different sizes of planners?

A4, A5, B6, B5, A5, Pocket-sized, personal, personal wide, happy planner mini, happy
planner classic, and A7 are standard sizes of planners.

Which planner is bigger, A5 or A6?

A5 is large and has more room compared to A6, which is half the size of A5.



How to choose the right planner page size for you?

First, you need to determine your purpose and choose the planner according to that
purpose since there are various planners made for different usage and plum paper is
preferable.

What is the size of a happy planner?

The size of the happy planner mini is 4.65” x 7” while the happy planner classic is 7” x 9.25”.

What size paper should I use for my planners?

A4 is perfect if you have a lot of work and appointments since its size is perfect for your
desk.


